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T

he Betting, Gaming and Lotteries Commission is pleased to present the 42nd
Annual Report and Statements of Revenue and Expenditure for the period
April 1, 2017 to March 31, 2018.
Actual figures, including totals in most tables, have been rounded to the nearest
($) million. As a result, some corresponding percentages will reflect changes
due to this rounding.
NOTE: Income figures contained in the sector reports will not necessarily
correspond with those reflected in the Financial Statements due to differences
in the periods used to capture data in the Financial Statements, as compared
with licensees’ reporting periods.
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Corporate Profile
Who We Are

T

he Betting, Gaming and Lotteries Commission is an independent statutory body
established in 1975 under the provisions of the Betting, Gaming and Lotteries Act of 1965.
The Commission licenses, regulates and monitors the local gaming industry, facilitates its
growth and development, and protects the public from unfair, unscrupulous and illegal
activities.

What We Do
•

regulate and control the operation of betting, gaming and the conduct of
lotteries in Jamaica;

•

grant permits, licenses and approvals to persons or entities considered fit and
proper to conduct betting, gaming and lottery activities;

•

examine, in consultation with such organisations and persons as it considers
appropriate, problems relating to the operation of betting, gaming and lotteries;

•

conduct investigations, studies and surveys for the purpose of obtaining
information for use in the exercise of its functions;

•

furnish information and advice to the Minister of Finance in accordance with the
exercise of the Minister’s function under the Act and recommends legislative
amendments pertaining to the Act, Regulations and Orders to ensure orderly
development of the industry.

Our Mission
To regulate the gaming industry using best practices to secure high levels of compliance
and public confidence.

Our Vision
To be the premier gaming regulator worldwide.

Our Core Values
Excellence • Respect • Integrity • Quality Service • Honesty
• Professionalism • Teamwork • Open Communication

Corporate
Governance Statement
T

he Board of Commissioners of the Betting, Gaming and Lotteries Commission remains committed to upholding
the highest standards of good corporate governance through compliance with the provisions of the Public
Bodies Management & Accountability (PBMA) Act, the Corporate Governance Framework (CGF) for Public
Sector Bodies 2012 and international best practices on corporate governance.

Composition of the Board
In the review year, the Deputy Chairman, Commissioner Anthony Shoucair, resigned from the Board of
Commissioners on October 31, 2017 which reduced its membership from seven to six. The current members of
the Board are:
1.

Clovis Metcalfe, OD (Chairman)

2.

Paul East

3.

Solomon Sharpe

4.

Charles Heholt

5.

Christopher Reckord

6.

Ian Scarlett

The tenure of the Board runs for three years ending in April 2019.

Attendance at Meetings of the Board
Eleven regular meetings of the Board were held as scheduled in the year with attendance as follows:

Names of Commissioners

Meetings
Attended

Clovis Metcalfe, OD (Chairman)

10/11

Anthony Shoucair (Deputy Chairman)

5/11

Paul East

7/11

Solomon Sharpe

5/11

Charles Heholt

7/11

Christopher Reckord

7/11

Ian Scarlett

10/11

In addition to the above meetings, the Board and management retreated on September 13-15, 2017 to formulate
the strategic direction of the Commission over the four years beginning April 1, 2018 and ending March 31, 2022.
The planning process took into consideration the main strategic goals of the Commission as a merged entity (the
Jamaica Racing Commission and the Casino Gaming Commission are to be merged with the BGLC).
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Board Committees
The five Committees of the Board, namely: Audit & Risk, Human Resource, Compliance & Monitoring, Enforcement
& Security, and Special Projects are very active and reports are provided to the Board on a regular basis by
the Committee Chairmen. Terms of Reference for each Committee are in place and any changes to these
documents must receive the final approval of the Board before coming into effect.
The attendance record of each Committee is as hereunder:

Audit & Risk Committee
Of the six bi-monthly meetings scheduled, five were held as well as one special meeting and a planning meeting
with the Commission’s external auditors.
Members

Meetings
Attended

Paul East (Chairman)

5/7

Ian Scarlett

2/7

Kirby Clarke

2/7

Diyal Fernando

6/7

Compliance & Monitoring Committee
This Committee meets quarterly but only one meeting was held during the period and attended by both
Commissioners Sharpe and East.

Enforcement & Security Committee
Four of the six bi-monthly meetings scheduled in the reporting period were held:
Members

Meetings
Attended

Charles Heholt (Chairman)

4/4

Christopher Reckord

3/4

Sherene Golding-Campbell

3/4

Legal Director

3/4

Executive Director

4/4

Enforcement Director

4/4

Human Resource Committee
All four meetings scheduled in the reporting year were held and attended by:
Members

Meetings
Attended

Solomon Sharpe (Chairman)

4/4

Anthony Shoucair

2/4

Ian Scarlett

3/4

Special Projects Committee
Six meetings of this Committee were scheduled and held in the reporting year:

Members
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Meetings
Attended

Charles Heholt (Chairman)

6/6

Ian Scarlett

4/6

Anthony Shoucair

3/6

Board Performance Evaluation
The performance evaluation of the Board and its members for the financial year is now in progress.

Code of Conduct and Corporate Governance Framework for the Board
The Board is guided by the Commission’s existing Corporate Governance Policy which sets out, inter alia,
the key roles and responsibilities of the Board and its members, the code of conduct and procedures for the
administration of meetings.

COMPENSATION FOR
COMMISSIONERS & SUB-COMMITTEE MEMBERS
FOR FINANCIAL YEAR ENDED MARCH 31, 2018

Name and Position of Director

Fees

Motor Vehicle Upkeep/
Travelling
or
Value of Assignment of
Motor Vehicle

Honoraria

All Other Compensation
including NonCash Benefits as
applicable

($)

($)

($)

($)

Total

($)

Clovis Metcalfe, Chairman

312,187.50

40,711.40

-

-

352,899

Anthony Shoucair, Deputy
Chairman

123,450.00

25,539.80

-

-

148,990

Charles Heholt, Commissioner

157,037.50

27,053.20

-

-

184,091

Paul East, Commissioner

138,900.00

18,875.20

-

-

157,775

Christopher Recford, Commissioner

132,400.00

15,416.00

-

-

147,816

161,262.5

32,495.80

-

-

193,758

-

-

Ian Scarlett, Commissioner
Solomon Sharpe, Commissioner

102,462.50

13,977.80

TOTAL

1,127,700.00

174,069.20

Name of Sub-Committee Members

116,440
1,301,769.20

Fees

Motor Vehicle Upkeep/
Travelling
or
Value of Assignment of
Motor Vehicle

Honoraria

($)

($)

($)

All Other Compensation
including NonCash Benefits as
applicable

Total

($)

($)

Diyal Fernando

36,075.00

3,948.00

-

-

Kirby Clarke

13,875.00

2,030.40

-

-

40,023
15,905

Sherene Golding-Campbell

16,650.00

770.80

-

-

17,421

TOTAL

66,600.00

6,749.20

-

-

73,349.20

Notes:
1. Commissioners and sub-committee members are paid fees as stipulated by the Ministry of Finance and the
Public Service guidelines.
2. A.Shoucair resigned from the Board of Commissioners October on 31,2017.
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Board of
Commissioners

7

TH

CARIBBEAN GAMING
SHOW & SUMMIT

In June 2017, the annual gaming summit
hosted by BGLC for the local gaming industry
was expanded to 2 day international conference
and trade show staged at the Montego Bay Convention
Centre.
The conference was officially opened by The Honourable Audley
Shaw, then Minister of Finance and the Public Service. The Honourable
Edmund Bartlett, Minister of Tourism also addressed delegates, offered a
special welcome to Jamaica, and reiterated the importance of the gaming
industry to the island’s tourism sector.
Delegates, speakers and exhibitors represented 15 countries, including regulators
from 5 Caribbean territories - Guyana, US Virgin Islands, St. Lucia, Turks &
Caicos, Trinidad & Tobago.
Presentations and exhibits explored topics related to
developments in gaming technologies, online
and interactive gaming, responsible
gaming, security and antimoney laundering.

Senior
Management Team

Chairman’s

Statement
“T

he past year has seen the Betting Gaming and Lotteries
Commission making further strides in implementing our
commitment to being not just Regulators, but Facilitators and
Enablers.

“

W

e embarked the year with our vision of key strategic outcomes being
that BGLC would be well positioned and known for international
best practices and subject matter expertise; a central repository for
leading edge technology, data and analytics to effectively regulate the
gaming industry while providing real value to stakeholders, maintaining
zero tolerance for non-compliance, encouraging responsible gaming and
gaining public confidence.
Jamaica’s gaming industry continues to have a significant impact on
the economy and by extension contributing positively to the Country’s
socioeconomic development by generating J$6.49billion in government
revenue, an increase of 10% over the previous year. We anticipate this
upward trend will continue as we move into regulating interactive/online
gaming and make advances on the process of merging the three (3)
gaming commissions – Betting Gaming and Lotteries Commission, Jamaica
Racing Commission and the Casino Gaming Commission.
During this period we have taken steps to address and resolve some major
challenges.
Leadership Gap
Vitus Evans was appointed as Executive Director in May 2017 and so
the Commission is now operating with its full executive management
team. Under his leadership, and through the commitment and efforts of
the management and staff, the work to strengthen Jamaica’s gaming
industry and the capabilities of the Commission as an effective regulator is
achieving its intended goals.
Physical Environment
Following a successful tender process the work commenced to design,
install, test and commission into service an updated air-conditioning
system. An abundance of care has been undertaken to mitigate against
any health issues because of the infrastructure work and the surrounding
environment. The project is nearing completion at the end of the year
under review, providing a more comfortable working environment for team
members and addressing a critical matter to enable the physical housing
of the three (3) commissions into a single location.
Technology
In order to ensure efficiencies in the effective operation of the Commission
we engaged the assistance of local and international agencies to conduct
in-depth analysis to ensure that a proposed Gaming Management and
Information System (GMIS) is implemented efficiently within a reasonable
time-frame and within budget.
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Regulatory Framework
Work continues apace with the legislative reform
to deal with the merger of the commissions as well
as the dynamic changes in the gaming and racing
industries.
Key Accomplishments
We continue to provide platforms for stakeholders to
interact and interface with the Commission and to
facilitate the development of the sector. The staging
of our annual gaming summit plays a significant
role in this regard, and the Commission expanded
the event to a 2 day Caribbean Gaming Show and
Summit held at the Montego Bay Convention Centre
in June 2017. The conference agenda included a
wide range of topics with presentations by gaming
industry professionals from the USA, Canada, UK
and the Caribbean which provided attendees with
insights into cutting edge and emerging gaming
technologies.
The 3rd staging of the Diamond Mile Race Day
continued the event’s trend of being the most
prestigious and successful day on Jamaica’s racing
calendar and fulfilling the mission originally defined at
it’s inception – to support growth of the horse racing
industry by providing stimulus for the sector and
building a new fan base for horse racing.
In March 2018 the Commission’s team hosted a series
of Town Hall Meetings in five (5) venues across the
island. These engagements enabled existing and
prospective licensees, other industry stakeholders
and the general public to have the opportunity to
articulate their issues of concern to the Commission’s
management team.
The Board of Commissioners and the Commission’s
full management team worked together at the
Management Retreat to address the transformation
of the gaming, racing and casino regulatory entities
into one commission. In addition, continuing the
approach of engagement between the Board of
Commissioners and the management team, the
Board has introduced the practice of half yearly
meetings with 2nd tier management team and
regular meetings with the Directors.
We continue to work closely with partner agencies
Crime Stop and Rise Life Management to reduce
illegal gaming activities and ensure Responsible
Gaming. During this period, the Board made provisions
to increase support to RISE Life Management to
facilitate expanding their efforts in youth gambling
prevention.
Looking Forward
Based on Cabinet decision and challenged with
the responsibility of merging the three Commissions,
the Board engaged the services of a consulting firm
to design a full organizational structure ensuring
alignment to the proposed merged strategy.

At the 7th Caribbean Gaming Show and Summit – left to right are The
Honourable Edmund Bartlett, Minister of Tourism; Carole MartinezJohnson, Director ICT, BGLC; The Honourable Audley Shaw, at that time
the Minister of Finance and the Public Service; Clovis Metcalfe, Chairman
BGLC and Vitus Evans, Executive Director, BGLC.

This commenced with continuing engagement of key
stakeholders. These engagements included the inputs
from the senior management team into the detailed
organization design, consultations with the BGLC Staff
Association and the Union and sensitization sessions
with members of staff from all three entities.
Based on continuous review, engagement and
analysis, the Consultants redesigned the overall
structure resulting in the recommendation of nine (9)
Divisions by merging some functions, strengthening
others and removing overlaps. The major structural
changes included strengthening of the Company
Secretariat function to become permanent, merging
the compliance functions of the racing Stewards
and the Veterinarian functions to become Racing
Compliance and Engagement, creating an AML
Compliance within Gaming Compliance and
Engagement and shifting Financial Compliance to
Finance. Welfare services have been transferred from
Racing to Talent, Welfare and Office Services.
It is estimated that the resulting reduction in staff
count will represent an annual saving of $20
million, net of separation expenses. This pales
in comparison to the potential $73 million per
month increase to Government coffers due to the
strategic transformation of the entity following the
successful merger. Pending formal Legislation, the
Implementation Plan and Operational merger is to be
agreed in principle.
Agreement in principle represents a time saving
strategy in lieu of the substantial financial and other
benefits to be derived from the operational merger
and subsequent implementation of the merged
entity’s strategic transformation plan.
On behalf of the Board of Commissioners I would like
to recognize the contribution of the entire team at
the Betting Gaming and Lotteries Commission for their
dedicated service during this fiscal year and look
forward to our continued progress in Fiscal 2018/2019
and beyond.

Clovis Metcalfe, OD
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Executive Director’s

Overview
“O

ur team remains cognizant of the forces that create
paradigm shifts in the gaming industry at a very rapid
pace. Our awareness of the impacts of rapidly evolving
technology and changing market dynamics on the
regulation of Jamaica’s gaming industry require that we are
ever vigilant in ensuring the Commission remains equipped
to be an effective regulator.

“

T

he BGLC entered 2017/2018 with a strategic framework of 4 main
pillars – Expert Reputation, Value Driven and Scalable, Enabling
Technology and Compliance Champion. The year has been marked
with a number of key achievements within these areas which our team
has been able to accomplish albeit in the face of some challenges.

Financial Highlights
The Commission recorded revenue of $1.227 billion, a 3% increase
over the previous year, with after tax profit declining by 9% to
$418.56. The Commission’s solvency position remains positive with an
accumulated surplus of $1.462 billion, an increase over last year of
16.6%. Total assets increased significantly by 30% to $1.915bn, moving
from $1.471 for 2016/2017.
Main Sector Contributors:
Lottery Sector

$5.662 billion

Gaming Sector

$0.548 billion

Betting Sector

$0.265 billion

Prize Promotions

$0.015 billion

Total

$6.490 billion

Industry Performance
For the year under review, the gaming industry experienced a
slowdown in sales recording only a 2.3% increase over 2016/2017.
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•

The significant contraction in the number of locations operated
by one (1) bookmaker had a profound effect on that segment
resulting in sales generated via local and simulcast horseracing
through that channel declining by 26.6%.

•

The gaming sector also recorded a marginal decline overall
(-0.77%), despite the increase in sales within the non-gaming
lounge category by 37.8% which was realised from an increase in
the number of locations and gaming machines across the island.

•

Although Lottery sector continues to be the growth segment
recording 10.8% increase over 2016/2017, and betting on local
and simulcast horseracing via the racing promoter increased
by 14.63%, these gains were inadequate to counter the decline
experienced in the other segments.

Operational Highlights
Priority attention has been given to efforts to fulfill the
mandate to merge the 3 gaming commissions – BGLC,
JRC and CGC. The Merger Committee was empanelled
as of May 2017 with the Legislative sub-committee
charged to develop legislation for the merger as well
as to take into account the amendments required to
enable regulation of interactive and online gaming
modalities. Deliberations at the annual management
retreat to develop the 4 year strategic plan for
2018- 2022 were on the basis of merged entity and
a Change Management Consultant was engaged to
drive the process of developing the proposal for the
organizations’ transformation.
With the merger in the offing, a critical area of focus
has been on improving staff morale and engagement
in order to create and enable a culture of a high
performing workplace with positive perceptions held
by our internal stakeholders. A variety of strategies
have been employed to achieve this during the
year. Paramount among these has been the strategy
of capability development and leadership growth.
For the financial year ending March 31, 2018, 52
team members participated in 32 training sessions,
workshops and conferences. In addition, with the aim
of achieving and sustaining a positive organizational
culture, we recognized the long service of team
members who have worked at the Commission for
over 10 years and provided a number of opportunities
for team building and moral boosting activities for
staff.
The issue of unlicensed gaming machines is being
addressed by a comprehensive strategy which
includes licensing the Technical Service Providers
(manufacturers engaged in the business of selling,
leasing, manufacturing and repairing local gaming
machines), enforcing the regulations in regards to
premises operators accepting unlicensed machines
at their locations, and requiring operators to verify the
source of the machines. In addition, Legal process for
forfeiture of the many unlicensed gaming machines

His Worship the Mayor of Montego Bay Councillor Homer Davis with Vitus
Evans, Executive Director and Laurie Wiggan, Director – Compliance &
Regulatory at the Town Hall Meeting held in Montego Bay.

French Ambassador His Excellency Jean Michel Despaux enjoyed The
Diamond Mile with Vitus Evans, Executive Director and Christopher
Reckord, Commissioner.

which were seized and now held by the Commission
commenced at the end of the financial year.
We are encouraged by the outcomes of our efforts
to attack the issue of illegal gambling. Improvements
in the quality of investigations are realizing the right
results - increases in arrests and cash seizures.
The BGLC’s MOU with Crime Stop is an ongoing
success evidenced by the increase in the number
of reports of illegal gambling coming into 311. This
MOU is extended for an additional 2 years with BGLC
supporting with an awareness campaign comprised
of out of home advertising on video boards around
the island, radio and TV time signals and social
media messaging. To complement this, we will also
leverage technology to provide another avenue
for reporting illegal gambling activities and improve
case management by the Enforcement team.
Compliance played an important part in raising the
standards for all operators. In relation to anti-money
laundering and countering financing of terrorism, we
conducted over 40 examinations of gaming lounge
operators’ AML-CFT programme. Our regulatory
review and partnership resulted in substantial
improvements in their AML programme. This work is an
effective and critical contribution that will enable the
gaming industry to have more robust due diligence
processes and other appropriate procedures to
prevent money laundering. We continue to take
further steps to strengthen the AML-CFT regime so that
it is robust, proportionate and responsive to emerging
threats.
The technology landscape is transforming our mode
of regulation and as such our ICT strategy has to be
completely aligned with our business strategies to
ensure success. Although our major ICT implementation
of a gaming management information system was
somewhat delayed, strides were made with the roll
out of Interactive Gaming to bookmakers, as well as
introducing technical standards for the local gaming
machine manufacturing segment, as we focused on
the development of these two growth areas.
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international colleagues and facilitate attendance
at educational workshops and presentations.
Our team remains cognizant of the forces that
create paradigm shifts in the gaming industry at a
very rapid pace. Our awareness of the impacts of
rapidly evolving technology and changing market
dynamics on the regulation of Jamaica’s gaming
industry require that we are ever vigilant in ensuring
the Commission remains equipped to be an effective
regulator.
The trophy presentation for the winner of the feature race of the 13th
BGLC Emancipation Day Race Day, trainer Peter McMaster

Hosting the 7th Caribbean Gaming Show and Summit
in Jamaica reinforced our position as a leading
regulator in the region and we not only jealously
guard our role in this regard but take the responsibility
quite seriously. We were honoured and delighted to
welcome delegates from other regional jurisdictions
to the conference (Trinidad & Tobago, St. Lucia,
Guyana, Turks and Caicos and the US Virgin Islands)
as well as the many speakers from North America
and Europe who came to share their knowledge
and experience. The summit enabled the exchange
of ideas about the challenges Caribbean regulators
face and solutions for how to deal with them.
Jamaica’s place on the global gaming landscape has
been highlighted by the selection of this country for
the 2019 conference of The International Association
of Gaming Regulators. This is a major achievement as
it will be the first time this august body will meet in the
Caribbean.
We continue to participate at global gaming industry
forums such as the IAGR Annual Conference, GLI
Roundtable, Global Gaming Expo (G2E), and
ICE Conference. These events keep us abreast
of industry developments and cutting edge
gaming technologies, enable access to industry
experts, provide networking opportunities with our

BGLC executives participated in a JIS Think Tank to share information
about Jamaica hosting the 7th Caribbean Gaming Show & Summit.
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V’Patrick Hamilton, UTECH student and a recipient of the 2017 BGLC
Education Grant, expressed her appreciation to Clovis Metcalfe,
Chairman and Vitus Evans, Executive Director.

We now embark on a period of profound
transformation for the BGLC moving toward merging
this entity with the JRC and CGC to create the new
Jamaica Gaming Commission. I am very grateful to
the entire staff and the Board of Commissioners for
their unwavering commitment and support and look
forward to continuing to work together as a unified
team to deliver on what will be our new mission “To
enable a viable and reputable gaming and racing
industry by balancing the interests of providers,
consumers, the general public and the Government.”

Vitus Evans

T

he 3rd staging of the Diamond Mile Race Day, the most prestigious
day on Jamaica’s horse racing calendar was December 2, 2017.
The event provided a significant boost for horseracing in Jamaica,
attracting the largest crowd to Caymanas Park and generating sales
of over $71 million from the local races and $11 million from simulcast
races on the day.
More than 400 guests gathered under the marquee on the infield of
Caymanas Park to witness Jamaica’s best thoroughbreds compete
for the richest prize purse offered for any race in the English speaking
Caribbean. Glamorous ladies wearing fabulous outfits and hats, and
sharply dressed gentlemen enjoyed the premium all inclusive event.
The Diamond Mile Race Day 2017 was staged
with the support of corporate sponsors
representing a diverse range of industries –
food and beverage, hospitality and tourism,
transportation, media, entertainment, and
construction. Sponsors included Supreme
Ventures, Main Event Entertainment Limited,
The Jamaica Observer, TVJ and RJR, ATL
Automotive, Hampden Rums, Jewel Grande
Montego Bay Resort and Spa, GH Mumm
Champagne, and CPJ.
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Statistical Highlights

SNAPSHOT OF THE GAMING INDUSTRY

1

Revenue for 2 Bookmakers not included in the statistics - Olympic Sports Data Services located in the Special Economic Zone

formerly Montego Bay Free Zone is not subject to betting taxes and Summit Betting Limited has not yet commenced operations
in 2017-18.
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GOVERNMENT REVENUE PAYABLE AND COLLECTED
2017 - 2018
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3 YEAR REVIEW GOVERNMENT REVENUE
PAYABLE AND COLLECTED

The Jamaican Gaming Industry:
An Overview of Performance
I

ndustry statistics provide a picture of the gambling industry in Jamaica. Aggregated information is presented
by sector, includes data on: betting and wagering on local and simulcast horseracing, sports betting (virtual
games, online casino games, live sports), gaming on slot machines and locally made gaming machines, lottery
games and prize competitions.
The reports indicate results for sales (the total amount wagered); gross gaming revenues/profit (the amount
wagered minus the amount returned to players as winnings); and gaming taxes and levies, which is the amount
levied and collected from legal gambling. Gross gaming revenues/Declared Gross Profit represent net spending
by consumers on legal gambling.
The Declared Gross Profit for the industry was $20.5bn as reported by operators licensed and regulated by
the Commission. The gambling industry demonstrates continued growth in most sectors with the exception of
gaming.

Sector Performance Review
During the period April 2017 to March 2018, Jamaica’s gambling industry generated government revenue of
$6.490bn, a 10% increase compared with the year prior.
Gaming lounges1 recorded the highest sales with an average of 96% of the money played returned to gamblers
as winnings. The average payout for the betting sector is 77% while the average payout ratio for the lottery
sector is 67%.
Lottery continues to be the largest contributor to government revenue (87%), recording $5.662bn from $13.316bn
declared gross profit.
Gaming on slot machines, a popular entertainment activity in Jamaica, especially in gaming lounges, registered
$548.5m in government revenue, a 4% reduction compared to prior year. The gaming lounge segment showed
a reduction in declared gross profit by 5.85% while non-gaming lounges, the majority of which is located outside
of the Kingston Metropolitan Area (KMR), recorded an increase of 17%. A number of gaming lounges in the
parishes of St. Andrew, St. Ann, St. Catherine, St. James, Hanover and Westmoreland recorded reduced sales
and corresponding government revenue when compared to 2016/17. Gaming lounges continue to contribute
96% of revenue from the gaming sector.
Betting on local and simulcast horseracing and sporting events including online casino games generated
$265.1m in government revenue, a 5% reduction compared to prior year. Simulcast horseracing continues to
be the main contributor to gross revenue with an average payout ratio of 66%. The payout ratio for local horse
racing and sporting events averages 83% and 81% respectively.

1

Gaming lounges are establishments operating 20 or more slot machines in a single location.
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2 YEAR SECTOR PERFORMANCE
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Sales
In 2017/18 punters wagered J$161.834bn, which equates to more than J$81,174 per adult (18 and older)2.
•

Bookmaker’s sales on local and simulcast horseracing decreased by 25% and 30% respectively.
However, the converse is reflected in pari-mutuel wagering sales reported for the racing promoter
which reflected increases in both local and simulcast horseracing (14% and 15% respectively).

•

Sports betting sales increased favourably by 26% stimulated by major international sporting events.
Seasonal sporting events, primarily IAAF World Championships, NBA, NFL, Premier League, Baseball
World Series and Rugby World Cup contributed to the increase in sales.

•

Sales on lottery games increased by 10.8%, with promotions in Cash Pot and Money Time stimulating
the market as well as the Lotto and Super Lotto jackpots.

•

In comparison to 2016/17, sales registered on slot machines recorded a marginal decline of 1%
during 2017/18 with the majority recorded in gaming lounges.

Overall sales for all types of gambling rose 2.34% during 2017/18 enabling the industry to make a significant
contribution to the local economy.

Declared Gross Profit
Overall declared gross profit rose by 9.2% in 2017/18. Weekly gross revenue from lottery increased by 17.5%, and
contributed 87% of the total revenue earned by the Government of Jamaica (GOJ). Declared gross profit from
non-gaming lounges increased by 17%, while gaming lounges recorded a decline of 5.8%.

Betting Sector
Betting includes bookmaking and pari-mutuel wagering on horseracing (local and simulcast) and other sports
events. Sales on wagering totalled $10.628bn in 2017/18, generating gross gaming profit of $2.407bn with a
payout of 77% to punters. This represents a 5.8% increase over the 2016/17 fiscal year.
The Racing Promoter, Supreme Ventures Racing & Entertainment Limited (SVREL), accounted for 55% of total
sales with the remaining 45% from bookmakers. Horseracing, being the dominant component of the betting
market with $1.889bn in gross gaming revenues, is controlled by Supreme Ventures Racing and Entertainment
Limited with the dominant bookmaker being Post to Post Betting Limited.
Bookmakers contributed 48% of the total gross profit in the betting sector available for government levies,
while the racing promoter accounted for 51%. One bookmaker, Olympic Data Services Limited, which operates
within the Special Economic Zone (SEZ) formerly Montego Bay Free Zone (offering sports betting), is not liable for
payment of sports betting taxes and contributions and is not included in the Betting Segment highlights.

The horses cross the finish line at the Diamond Mile Race Day at Caymanas Park

2

Source: Statistical Institute of Jamaica - 2017 Population by age & sex (18 & over) 1,993,581
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SUMMARY OF BETTING SECTOR SALES, PAYOUT & GROSS PROFIT 2017-2018
LOCAL & SIMULCAST HORSERACING & SPORTING EVENTS
Summary of Betting Sector Sales, Payout & Gross Profit - 2017-2018
Local & Simulcast Horseracing and Sporting Events
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HORSE RACING

SPORTING
EVENTS

BETTING
SECTOR TOTAL

SALES

4,592,504,816

3,299,238,777

2,736,657,102

10,628,400,695

PAYOUT

3,812,082,028

2,190,631,923

2,218,355,652

8,221,069,603

780,422,788

1,108,606,854

518,301,450

2,407,331,091

GROSS PROFIT

TRENDS IN BOOKMAKERS’ PERFORMANCE

Trend in Bookmaker's Performance
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2,391
2,407

2016-2017

2017-2018

Performance of Bookmakers
Sales decreased by 3.3% while gross profit recorded a 7% decrease year over year. Post to Post Betting Limited
accounted for 65% of sales from the betting sector, followed by Prime Sports Jamaica Limited, 17%.

Sales 2017-2018
BOOKMAKER SALES

LOCAL HORSE RACING
29%

2017-2018
SPORTING EVENTS
57%

SIMULCAST HORSE
RACING
14%

Sales 2016-2017

SPORTING EVENTS
35%

2016-2017

LOCAL
HORSE RACING
43%

SIMULCAST HORSE
RACING
22%
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Post to Post Betting Limited, t/a Anybet continues to be the top performer for betting on local horse racing,
followed by Ideal Betting Company Limited then Capital Betting & Wagering Limited.
Post to Post Betting Limited continues to be the leading contributor of government revenue for the betting
sector. The company closed a significant number of its locations (betting offices and lounges) during the year.
By March 2018, the bookmaker operated 34 locations across the island. In the prior year, Post to Post Betting
Limited operated approximately 164 locations island-wide.
During the year, Island Sizzling Tech. Ja. Limited t/a Islandbet and Prime Sports (Jamaica) Limited (through its
flagship brand “JustBet”), only offered sports betting, while Jamozzie t/a BetCris Jamaica offered betting on
local, and simulcast horse racing and sports betting.

SALES, PAYOUT & GROSS PROFIT
LOCAL HORSE RACING 2017-2018

SALES, PAYOUT & GROSS PROFIT
SIMULCAST HORSE RACING 2017-2018
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COMPARATIVE SUMMARY OF BOOKMAKERS SALES,
PAYOUT & GROSS PROFIT

Sports Betting
The sports betting brand “Anybet” dominated the sporting events category representing 59% of total bookmaker
sales, while “Justbet” accounted for 30% of the sports betting market.

SALES, PAYOUT & GROSS PROFIT
SPORTING EVENTS 2017-2018

Performance of the Racing Promoter – Supreme Ventures Racing & Entertainment Limited
(SVREL)
Local horseracing contributed 55% to earnings within the sector while simulcast races contributed 45%. Simulcast
racing accounted for 73% of the total (taxable) gross profit primarily due to lower payout ratios in comparison to
local horseracing. The third Diamond Mile Race Day generated total sales of approximately $72m with a payout
of $79m including purses of $30m.
Revenue trends have shown that more declared gross profit is being earned from simulcast horseracing when
compared to local horseracing. While more sales is generated from local horseracing when compared to
simulcast horseracing, there is a higher payout on local horseracing.
Factors impacting performance and Government revenue earned:

1. Local horseracing:
a. The number of field sizes - horses per race as well as the number of races have been reduced. Usually,
there are 11 races per day. This has been reduced to between 9 to 10 races per day.
b. Purses, a critical component in the payment obligation reduces the net amount available for
government revenue. On average, over $7m per race is paid out in purses per race day. This is not
applicable to simulcast horseracing, hence more revenue earned from simulcast.

2. Simulcast horseracing:
One of the impact on revenue from this category is the liability obligation of 5% of sales payable for
overseas rights fees.

3. Payout Ratio:
For local horseracing the average payout to winners ranges from 67% - 68% while for simulcast horseracing,
the average payout ranges from 64% - 65%.
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4. Tax Structure:
Less revenue earned based on the current tax structure i.e. purses are deductible and the tax rate is
7.5% vs. bookmakers 16.5%.

PERFORMANCE OF THE RACING PROMOTER 2017-2018

Betting Sector Taxes, Duties and Levies
Total government revenue earned from the betting industry amounted to J$265.1m with J$269.1m collected.

GOVERNMENT REVENUE EARNED FROM
BETTING SECTOR 2017/2018
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BETTING SECTOR TAXES, DUTIES & LEVIES

Caymanas Track Limited (CTL)
The indebtedness by Caymanas Track Limited (CTL) to the Government, is $184.4m for the period September
2011 to March 5, 2017.

OUTSTANDING GOVERNMENT IMPOST
SEPTEMBER 2011 - MARCH 2017
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Lottery Sector
Government revenue from the Lottery Sector was earned from Prime Sports (Jamaica) Limited a wholly-owned
subsidiary of Supreme Ventures Limited.
Total sales generated amounted to $40.744bn, a 10.81% increase over 2016-2017 contributing $5.662bn in
government revenue. Cash Pot, Pick 3, Pick 4, Super Lotto Dollaz, Lotto and Money Time showed an increase in
revenue while Lucky 5, Pick 2 and Top Draw declined.

J$

TRENDS IN LOTTERY SALES
FYE 2014/2015 TO 2017/2018

Total prize liability was J$27.427bn, an increase of 7.8% over 2016/17 and represented 67% of sales (2016/17: 69%
of sales). The Cash Pot game recorded the largest payout of J$19.5bn, followed by Money Time ($3.6bn) and
Pick 4 ($1.3bn).

J$

TRENDS IN PRIZE LIABILITY
FYE 2014/2015 TO 2017/2018
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Weekly Gross Revenue increased by 17% when compared to the previous year.

J$

TRENDS IN WEEKLY GROSS REVENUE
FYE 2014/2015 TO 2017/2018

Lottery Game Sales
The Cash Pot lottery game continues to be the market leader, contributing 68% of total sales followed by Money
Time (13%), Pick 3 and Pick 4 (5% and 6% respectively), Lotto, Top Draw, and Super Lotto (each at 2%). Only
Money Time achieved increased market share.

SHARE OF LOTTERY SALES BY GAME
2017/ 2018
Money Time
13%
Top Draw
2%
Super Lotto
2%
Pick 4
6%
Pick 3
5%
Pick 2
0%
Lotto
2%
Dollaz
1%
Lucky 5
1%

CashPot
68%
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SHARE OF LOTTERY SALES BY GAME
2016/2017
Money Time
12%

Pay Day
0%

Top Draw
2%
Super Lotto
2%
Pick 4
6%
Pick 3
5%
Pick 2
0%
Lotto
2%
Dollaz
1%

Lucky 5
1%

CashPot
69%

Government Levy and Lottery Tax
Lottery taxes and lottery winnings levy amounted to J$2.725bn and J$350m respectively. Lottery taxes and
lottery winnings levy increased by 18% and 15% respectively. During the year there were two Super Lotto jackpot
winners (Jamaica & Anguilla) of $117m, while the Lotto jackpot was consistently won during the year.

GOVERNMENT LEVY & LOTTERY TAX
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Contributions to Good Causes
Contributions from all games amounted to J$1.488bn, an increase of 11% compared to the previous year.
Unclaimed prizes decreased by 10.5% compared to 2016/17.

CONTRIBUTION TO GOOD CAUSES

Lottery Game Fees Payable to BGLC
Total fees payable to BGLC increased by 10.9% compared to prior year. License Fees increased by 3.5%. Grand
total collected increased by 9% overall compared to prior year.

BGLC FEES
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Gaming Sector
Gaming Lounges & Non-gaming Lounges)3
Gaming lounges and non-gaming lounges generated $110.462bn in sales representing a 0.77% decrease over
2016/17 with a declared gross profit of $4.827bn. Total Government revenue earned amounted to $548.45m, a
decrease of 3.8%.
Sales totalling $106.5bn was generated by 12 gaming lounge operators (23 locations island wide) with a
declared gross profit of $4.6bn while sales of $3.984bn was generated by 16 non-gaming lounge operators (54
locations island-wide) with a declared gross profit of $201.4m. Gaming lounges average payout was 96%, while
non-gaming lounges recorded average payout of 95%.
The declared gross profit contributed by gaming lounges varies depending on the average payout. Although
Macau Gaming ranked the highest in sales, Everglades Farm - Monte Carlo continues to contribute the highest
in government revenue due to their lower payout ratio. In 2016-17, Vault Gaming ranked the highest in sales,
however Everglades Farm - Monte Carlo contributed the highest in government revenue, followed by 100 Vault
Gaming and Macau Gaming.
Government revenue totaling $305.7m was earned primarily in the parish of St. Andrew (63.3%), followed by St.
James (25.2%) and St. Ann (7.5%).

TREND IN SALES, PAYOUT AND GROSS PROFITS

3

Revenue from gaming machines/seats is based on slot machine soft meter readings. Slot machines imported in Jamaica which

are certified by an International Gaming Laboratory are monitored monthly for such readings in gaming lounges and nongaming lounges (under 19s).
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TOP TEN (10) RANKING OF GAMING LOUNGES BASED
ON SALES 2017/2018

Gaming Lounges Within & Outside Hotels in the Exclusive Geographic Area (EGA)
There are ten (10) gaming lounges located within hotels in the parishes of St. James (6), Hanover (2) and St. Ann
(2). Nine of the ten gaming lounges in hotels have fewer than fifty (50) gaming seats even though the maximum
permitted is seventy (70).
Non-gaming lounges (under 19s) located in hotels totaled four (4) as follows: St. Ann (1), Hanover (1) and
Westmoreland (2). Physical expansion to the maximum seats will require negotiation with the hotels management
as the current physical spaces observed would not accommodate the maximum allowed seats.

GAMING LOUNGES WITHIN & OUTSIDE HOTELS IN THE EGA
2017/2018
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SUMMARY OF GAMING SECTOR GROSS PROFIT, LEVY,
CONTRIBUTION & FEES 2017/2018
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SUMMARY OF REVENUE - BY PARISH
2017/2018
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PERFORMANCE OF GAMING LOUNGES - BY PARISH
2017/2018

PERFORMANCE OF NON-GAMING LOUNGES - BY PARISH 2017/2018
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PERFORMANCE OF GAMING LOUNGE OPERATORS - BY LICENSEE
2017/2018
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PERFORMANCE OF NON-GAMING LOUNGE OPERATORS - BY LICENSEE
2017/2018

Licensing & Registration
T

he Licensing & Registration Division (L&R Division) represents the primary point of contact for customers visiting
the Commission and this is the primary driving force behind members of the division consistently displaying
a commitment to providing friendly and efficient service to our customers. The primary functions of the division
include:
•

Accepting, assessing and determining applications in accordance with the Betting Gaming &
Lotteries Act and Regulations;

•

Developing and implementing licensing policies consistent with Government of Jamaica’s
objectives;

•

Providing recommendations for legislative changes to enhance the mandate of the Commission;

•

Liaising with the Compliance & Regulatory, Enforcement and Legal Services Divisions on matters
that impact all 3 divisions; and

•

Maintaining international links with Gaming Regulators globally to enable exchange of information
on betting, gaming and lotteries trends.

The division’s primary objective during the 2017/18 fiscal year, was the introduction of a licensing regime for
Technical Service Providers. Against this background, the Commission had a number of engagements with
individuals who had expressed interest in becoming Technical Service Providers. These engagements led to
adjustments to the Conditions of Licence and for the next fiscal year it is anticipated that at least 10 companies
will be licensed as Technical Service Providers. The licensing of Technical Service Providers marks the first step in
strategically tackling the proliferation of unlicensed gaming machines across the local landscape.

Gaming Sector
A total of 7,698 gaming machines were licensed during the period, this represents an approximate 6% increase
over the 7,279 gaming machines that were licensed during the 2016/17 fiscal year. Four thousand nine hundred
and fifty-five (4,955) or 64% of the machines were licensed in the local non-gaming lounge category while
the remainder of 2,743 (36%) were licensed in the gaming lounges. During the previous fiscal year, 35% of
the machines licensed were in the gaming lounge category while 65% were in the local non-gaming lounge
category.
With the licensing regime for Technical Service Providers now completed, the next critical step is to introduce
Technical Standards and Conditions for local machines.
The Kingston & St. Andrew region continues to account for the greatest number of machines licensed during the
period with 32%. while St. Thomas accounted for the least with just 1%. Table 1A and 1B show a breakdown of the
number of machines licensed by parish and the types of machines licensed for the 2017/18 period.
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TABLE 1A
GAMING MACHINES LICENSED BY PARISH 2017/2018

Chart Title
TABLE 1B:
TYPES OF GAMING MACHINES LICENSED BY PARISH 2017/2018
Slots

1233 1215

Local Machines - Non-Gaming
Lounges

768
625
525

513

494

437

260

247

235

170
114
16

186

154
96

67
0

10

205

87
0

31

5

5
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Fees & Levies
Total fees and levies paid by gaming machine operators was $65.75M, a 6% increase over the $62.07M collected
during the corresponding period last year. Of this amount, $26.28M was paid to Tax Administration Jamaica
(TAJ), while the remaining $38.71M was paid to the Commission. Table 2 outlines the Gaming Machine Fees &
Levies collected for the current period.

TABLE 2: GAMING MACHINE FEES & LEVIES COLLECTED
2017/2018

Betting Sector
Bookmakers
Applications for renewal of permits and associated licences for the 2017/2018 fiscal year were submitted by
eight (8) Bookmakers; Prime Sports Jamaica Limited, Po st to Post Betting Limited, Jamozzie Investments Limited
(t/a BetChris), Ideal Betting Company Limited, Island Sizzling Tech (Ja.) Limited (t/a Island Bet), Summit Betting
Company, Capital Betting & Wagering Limited and Olympic Sports Data Services.
Total fees collected from the Bookmakers was $7.25M, a 6% increase over the $6.84M collected during the
previous fiscal year. Table 3 provides a breakdown of the Bookmakers’ licensing fees collected during the
period.

TABLE 3: BOOKMAKER LICENSING FEES COLLECTED
2017/2018

*Did not operate
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The decline in traditional brick and mortar betting offices and lounges continued as only 194 locations were
operated during the period, a 17% decline when compared to the 233 betting offices and lounges that were
operational for the fiscal year 2016/2017.
The data for FY 2017/2018 showed the highest concentration of betting locations in Kingston & St. Andrew and
St. Catherine, a trend which continues from previous years. St. Thomas, St. Mary, and Hanover recorded the
fewest number of licensed locations; Table 4 illustrates the betting locations by parish.

TABLE 4: BETTING LOCATIONS BY PARISH
2017/2018

Racing Promoter
With the divestment of the track now completed, the new promoter, Supreme Ventures Racing & Entertainment
Limited (SVREL) has paid fees totaling $2,690,000 during the period. No fees were paid by the previous promoter
during 2016/17.
SVREL operated a total of 72 Off Track Betting Parlours during 2017/2018, a 9% increase when compared to the
66 OTBs that were operated during the previous year. Table 5 gives a breakdown of the fees paid by the racing
promoter.

TABLE 5: RACING PROMOTER FEES COLLECTED
2017/2018
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Lottery Sector
This sector continues to operate with only two licensed entities - Supreme Ventures Limited (SVL) and Goodwill
Gaming Enterprises Limited (GGEL), with the latter not yet operational.
Licensing fees collected for the conduct of seventeen (17) lottery games totaled $40.8M, which is the same
amount collected for the conduct of a similar number of games during 2016/2017. Both the number of lottery
outlets and agents showed significant increases over the 2017/18 period, with the number of locations increasing
by 42% to 1,612, up from 1,137 in 2016/17 and the number of Agents increasing by 25% to 1,116, up from 894 in
the previous year. These significant increases are due to Goodwill Gaming Enterprises Limited pre-operational
activities.
Fees totaling $5.58M were collected for the 1,116 agents, a 25% increase over the $4.47M collected for the 894
lottery agents last year. Fees for the 1,612 lottery sales outlets amounted to $1.73M, a 42% increase over the
$1.22M collected for the 1,137 lottery sales outlets in 2016/17.
Table 6A gives a breakdown of fees collected from this sector, while Table 6B illustrates the number of lottery
outlets in each parish.

TABLE 6A: BREAKDOWN OF FEES FOR LOTTERY SECTOR
2017/2018

*Did not operate

TABLE 6B: LOTTERY OUTLETS BY PARISH
2017/2018
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Charitable Lottery/Bingo
Further to preliminary discussions held between the Ministry of Justice and the Commission in 2016, a final decision
was taken for the Commission to take responsibility for granting approvals for Charitable Lottery/Bingo pursuant
to Section 51 of the BGLA. The Licensing & Registration Division, having developed the Standard Operating
Procedure, Guidelines and Policy regarding Charitable Lottery/Bingo commenced processing applications
in July 2017. The Licensing & Registration Division is only responsible for processing applications and makes
recommendations to the Minister of Finance and the Public Service for approval.
The Division received 9 applications during the period and 5 were subsequently approved. Fees totaling
$50,000.00 were collected from the 5 approved Charitable Lotteries.

Prize Competitions
Fiscal year 2017/18 saw a 23% decline in the number of applications for prize competitions when compared to
FY 2016/17. A total of 230 applications were received in this period, while 297 were received in the prior year.
Revenues generated from this activity also decreased by 21% to $14.69M, compared to the $18.6M earned last
year. The significant decline in the number of applications may be due to a number of companies now using
social media as the channel to carry out such promotions.
The value of prizes being offered by promoters however increased from $534M to $620M. The last quarter of the
fiscal year continues to be the least active. Table 8 gives a quarterly breakdown of prize competition activities
for 2017/2018.

TABLE 8: PRIZE COMPETITION ACTIVITIES
2017/2018
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PRIZE COMPETITIONS
YEAR ON YEAR COMPARISON

Compliance & Regulatory
Supervision Programme

T

he Division’s approach to supervising industry compliance is through on-site inspections, observations and
examinations, with monthly and quarterly reporting. In addition, identifying non-compliance issues that require
remedial action, enables the approach to provide a feedback loop for the improvement of the supervision
framework.

Anti-Money Laundering & Counter Financing of Terrorism (AML-CFT)
1. AML-CFT Compliance Examinations and Inspections
Thirty six (36) on-site examinations were conducted during the year. Each gaming lounge operator has
been subjected to a full risk based AML-CFT inspection. The inspection covers: the Nominated Officer
effectiveness; employee AML-CFT training and awareness, employee integrity; reporting obligation to
FID; transaction activities; record keeping; Customer Due Diligence requirements including rigorous
standards for high risk customers and the implementation of AML-CFT policy procedural manual. The
findings were communicated to the respective gaming lounge operators and specific time-lines were
given for corrective action to be taken.
The industry AML-CFT compliance is reflected in the table below:

INDUSTRY AML-CFT COMPLIANCE

Key: C: Compliant, LC: Largely Compliant, PC: Partially Compliant, NC: Non-Compliant

Overall most gaming lounges, with the exception of two (2), have taken the necessary steps to implement
policies and procedures to guide their AML-CFT framework in accordance with the required laws and
legislation.

2. Enforcement Measures and Sanctions
Two (2) operators were issued letters of non-renewal of License for failure to implement an effective
AML-CFT framework within their organization. One operator has since implemented significant measures
to rectify the deficiencies and in that regard, the licence for 2018/19 will be granted. The other gaming
lounge operator has been placed on enhanced reporting.
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3. BGLC Anti-Money Laundering Examination Manual
The development of the BGLC Anti-Money Laundering Risk-based Examination Manual to guide the
execution of the AML-CFT examinations within the gaming lounges is in the draft stages and is scheduled
to be completed by September 2018.

4. Sensitization and Training Activities
During the year, the Commission collaborated with the Jamaica Gaming Association to conduct an
AML-CFT workshop for the Nominated Officers.

5. AML-CFT Guidance For Gaming Lounges
Gazetted Guidance Notes
The Guidance Notes was gazetted on January 26, 2016,
but was issued to all gaming lounge operators in May
2017. The document is now under extensive review to
incorporate detailed guidance on risk based approach
to money laundering and counter financing of terrorism.
Customer Due Diligence (CDD) threshold - US$3000

Laurie Wiggan, Director Compliance & Regulatory and Marcia
Robinson, Senior Inspector – AML with members of the Jamaica Gaming
Association at AML-CFT workshop

Gaming lounge operators have substantially complied
with the customer due diligence threshold which was
augmented by the implementation of an electronic
system. While the gazetted Guidance Manual outlines
this requirement, the De Minimis amount of USD 3000 is
not yet approved by the Ministry of National Security.

6. DNFI-Gaming Lounge Obligation under the Terrorism Prevention Act (TPA)
The Terrorism Prevention (Designated Reporting Entities) (Gaming Machine Operators) Order 2017 was
approved on November 28, 2017 by the Ministry of Finance and takes effect on June 1, 2018. On that
basis, Section 15(2) and 15(3) of the Terrorism Prevention Act now imposes reporting duties on the gaming
machine operators with twenty (20) or more gaming machines.

Industry Compliance to Conditions to Licence
During the year, the inspectorate team carried out field operations - compliance checks in betting lounges,
betting offices/shops, gaming lounges, daily monitoring of pool betting through the totalisator at the Caymanas
Park Race Track, and other approved gaming establishments, including Off Track Betting Parlours and Prize
Competition draw locations. In addition, the team oversaw the Supreme Ventures/Prime Sports Jamaica Limited
lottery draws (including Ball Calibration at the Bureau of Standards Jamaica & at the draw studio), reported on
illegal gaming activities observed during on-site visits, reviewed patrons’ complaints and recorded slot machine
readings (commissioning, de-commissioning, instant repairs, bi-monthly meter readings for Gross Profit Tax
verification purposes).
In February 2018, the Division issued letters of deficiency to licensees, outlining the breaches observed during
the compliance inspections. These have now been changed to a Compliance Inspection Report, issued since
March 2018. Operators are given fourteen (14) days from the date of the visit to take corrective action.

General Compliance Observation
For the financial year, gaming lounges and bookmakers recorded a high level of compliance while non-gaming
lounges (under 19s) showed approximately 85% non-compliance in respect of licence and prohibition signs not
conspicuously displayed.

Customer Disputes, Complaints & Queries
All licensees are expected to offer a dispute resolution process should a punter feel aggrieved by some aspect
of their interaction with the licensee. Where satisfaction has not been achieved, a punter has the option to put
their grievance to the BGLC. The BGLC through the Compliance and Regulatory Division will investigate the
dispute acting as an impartial arbitrator. During the year, the Division investigated a total of eight (8) complaints
received with seven (7) satisfactorily resolved and one (1) resolved in April 2018.
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Enforcement Sanction Policy
During the year, the Division issued the “Compliance Sanctions Policy” to guide the steps to be taken when
breaches in conditions to licence are observed and no corrective action taken within the stipulated timeline. In addition, with the review of the practicality of implementing the fixed penalty as outlined in the BGLA
Amendment 2014, it was decided to defer the implementation until a comprehensive review is done and
incorporated in the merged legislation.

Revenue Verification
The Division conducted reviews throughout the year to provide revenue verification across all gambling products
as part of its responsibilities. During the year, the Division worked with three key partners, Tax Administration
Jamaica (TAJ), The Jamaica Racing Commission and CHASE to ensure collections.
A total amount of $6.49 billion has been validated from betting, gaming and lotteries operations for the fiscal
year in relation to gaming tax and contributions payable.
Through the process of direct deposits, inter-agency distributions and cash, the BGLC has successfully collected
99.9 per cent of taxes and contributions payable from the betting, gaming and lotteries sectors, with only
$625,339 outstanding since 2013/14, which relates to gaming machine gross profit levy due from two (2) operators
no longer in business. We have engaged Tax Administration Jamaica (TAJ) to assist with collections.
The Division also independently calculated and verified tax receipts in relation to the taxes, levies, duties and
contributions due within the respective month or two weeks/seven days of tax being paid. All variances were
promptly addressed with operators and additional payments, and associated penalties, received as required
(paid to Tax Administration Jamaica (TAJ). The revenue verification extends to validation of data through the
operator’s back-end system and annual financial statement assessment (applicable to Bookmakers and Lottery
Promoter).

Responsible Gaming
The Division coordinates with local partner RISE Life Management Services Limited
to provide training, education materials, and prevention programs to persons with
gambling disorders.
Gaming lounge operators are required to implement a responsible gambling code
of conduct which includes an approved voluntary self-exclusion program and the
utilisation of the RISE Life Management Services Limited’s national database registry.
During the year, the Division revised the Responsible Gaming Code of Conduct in collaboration with RISE Life
Management Services Limited. The revised Responsible Gaming Code of Conduct Consultation Document was
expanded to all sectors (betting, gaming & lotteries) and all contact points such as operator’s website and
mobile site and was circulated to the industry for feedback. Feedback was received from the Jamaica Gaming
Association in a Consultation meeting. The revised Code of Conduct comes into effect September 2018.
A new feature is the requirement of operators to incorporate the tagline “18+ Game Responsibly” in their
advertising and promotion programmes.
RISE Life Management Services Limited continues to provide in-depth training to staff of all gaming lounge
operators, a mandatory requirement of the Conditions to Licence.

Strategic Engagements, Partnerships & Relationships
During the year, the Division engaged and partnered with the following entities on its supervisory programme:
•

Tax Administration Jamaica (TAJ): operational issues relating to filing of returns and payments using
TAJ’s Revenue Administration System (RAiS) as well as distribution of payments.

•

Financial Investigation Division (FID): industry and BGLC staff training

•

Jamaica Gaming Association (JGA): on AML-CFT matters and responsible gaming

•

Rise Life Management Services: on the Code of Conduct

•

The CHASE Fund: BGLC Amendment 2017 re discontinuation of payment directly to CHASE and for
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CHASE contributions to be paid to the Collector of Taxes as fees. The issue relating to the payment
due date was discussed with the Ministry of Finance and the Public Service (MOFPS), the CHASE
Fund and Tax Administration Jamaica (TAJ). Legislative amendment is required for the change in
due date from monthly as stated in the Amendment.

Conference Speaking Engagements
The Director, Compliance & Regulatory, Laurie Wiggan participated in panel discussions and delivered
presentations at local and international conferences:
•

June
2017:
Caribbean
Gaming
Summit:
Moderated fireside chat with Calvin Wilson,
Executive Director, Caribbean Financial Acton
Task Force (CFATF) on the topic “The issue of derisking and the regional gambling industry.”

•

October 2017: GLI University Latin American and
Caribbean Regulator’s Roundtable Conference:
“Embracing and Regulating new Technology
and new types of games - digital disruption - the
Regulator and Lottery Point of view.”

•

January 2018: FID Conference, Taking the
Profit out of Crime: “Regulatory Challenges for
Non-Financial Regulators and How These are
Overcome.”

Laurie Wiggan, Director Compliance & Regulatory presents at the 2018
FID Conference

Operational Improvements
Throughout the years, it has been the Commission’s key objective to continue to improve compliance by
leveraging technology to drive further benefits to the industry, in particular the operators. It is crucial that the
Division is equipped with the tools to effectively monitor compliance and enhance reporting.
During the year, the Division made significant reforms through revised processes and implementing an automated
system, the compliance application to streamline the monitoring and reporting of compliance to conditions to
licence, primarily for betting and gaming machine operators. The Division was able to automate the following:
•

Generation of letters of deficiency

•

Documentation of breaches observed by licence type - premises licence, gaming machine
operator’s licence, bookmaker’s licence/permit

•

Illegal gaming machine reports

•

Reports on number of premises per parish, number of machines per locations per parish and
breaches per premises per parish

•

Allocation of work plans to inspectors i.e. the distribution of gaming and betting premises to be
visited.

•

Lottery performance by game and applicable taxes and contributions.
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Enforcement
T

he primary functions of the law enforcement arm of the Betting Gaming and Lotteries Commission include:
1. Gathering intelligence on organized criminal groups involved in illegal betting and gaming activities.
2. Conducting criminal and regulatory investigations on individuals and groups involved in illegal betting
and gaming activities.
3. Conducting due diligence investigations on all applicants for licenses as well as employees within the
gaming industry.
4. Making recommendations on the fit and proper status on all applicants and employees in the gaming
industry.

Investigations and Operations
During the review period the Enforcement Division carried out a total of 63 operations which represents a 84%
decrease as compared with the prior year period. Of 63 operations, 61 involved illegal Cash Pot and 2 involved
illegal gaming machines.

Illegal Cash Pot
Of the 61 operations that were carried out involving
illegal cash pot 54 resulted in arrests which is a 107%
increase over the prior year. Additionally, cash seized
from 26 arrests totaled $1,017,907.00 which is a 73%
increase from the same period last year. These statistics
indicate that even though the number of operations
decreased the quality of the investigations have
become much more effective resulting in a significant
increase in both cash seized and number of arrests
made.

Gaming Machines
The gaming machine operations show a significant
decline in activity due to storage constraints. As a result
the Enforcement Division, along with other operational
team members, revisited the strategy that has been
used over the years and devised a new one that will
be implemented for financial year 2018/19. This strategy
includes a new licensing regime for Technical Service
Providers (Manufacturers) in addition to targeting illegal
Premises Operators.

The cover story of the Sunday Gleaner on June 11, 2017 highlighted the
fact that illegal gambling is not a victim-less crime and the proceeds are
used to fund other criminal activities.

Reports Received - Illegal Gambling
There has also been an 18% increase in the number of reports received compared to the previous year. The
Memorandum of Understanding that was signed between the BGLC and Crime Stop in October 2016 has proved
successful and has been extended for another two years.
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Court and Tribunal Activities
Based on information from the Counter Terrorism & Organized Crime Investigative Branch, the 54 arrests that
were made resulted in 21 convictions in court which is a 90% increase from the previous year. Court fines also
increased by 89% resulting in $349,500.00 in fines handed out by relevant Magistrates compared with $185,000.00
the previous year.

Projects
In 2017 the Enforcement Division began the process of procuring a Case Management System. A vendor was
selected and implementation of the software began in the first quarter of 2018. The benefits of software are:
1.

It will provide a holistic view of the risks associated with illegal gambling.

2.

We can easily open, manage and analyze investigations and cases.

3.

It will enable Investigators to work faster and more efficiently.

STATISTICS SUMMARY

Delferine Gordon, Inspector, receives her certificate from Sergio Parisi
of the Reid Institute following her participating in the BGLC sponsored
workshop “Investigative Interviewing and Positive Persuasion.”
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Noel Bacquie, Director of Enforcement, shared information on BGLC’s
enforcement actions to counter illegal gambling activities

Legal Services
I

n keeping with the governments’ mandate to merge the BGLC, the Jamaica Racing Commission and the
Casino Gaming Commission into one Gaming Commission the Merger Committee was appointed May 8, 2017.
The Merger Committee appointed a Legislation Sub-Committee to develop the legislation necessary for the
merger.
The Legislation Committee is chaired by the Director of Legal Services and has representatives for all three
Commissions. The main purpose of the new legislation is to consolidate the three entities into one Commission
which will not only carry out the functions of the existing Commissions but also reform the legislation to reflect
international best practices.
Areas to be addressed in the new legislation will include reforming the existing licensing and compliance regime.
In response to the growing demand for online/interactive gambling, the new Act will also have a licensing and
compliance regime for operators who wish to offer this service.
The objectives of the new Commission will include ensuring:
•

integrity of how gambling is conducted,

•

protection of young and vulnerable people

•

gambling is kept crime free

•

protection of government revenue

The draft regulations that were developed in 2016/2017 for licensing, conduct of gambling and interactive
gaming will form a part of the subsidiary legislation for the new Act.

BGLC team members at the launch event for the 3rd Diamond Mile Race Day.
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Information & Communication
Technology
I

n an industry driven by Technology, the ICT Division continues to be an agent of change in delivering sustainable
technology enhancements for the Commission and its stakeholders. The division supports the BGLC’s business
systems, information technology and communications infrastructure, and protects critical technology from a
range of external threats and disasters. Along with providing day-to-day support to the business through the
service desk, the division delivers improvements to the organization by transforming services and providing
technological solutions. This includes the modernization and consolidation of applications, improvements in
online and mobile services, innovation in infrastructure and cloud technology and improving business intelligence
and data quality.
Under the Commission’s mandate of Enabling Technology, the Division has:
•

Participated on the review of the current Gaming Legislation to ensure the design of a modern and
efficient regulatory framework that, in future, can truly satisfy the expectations of the sector. Changes
included:
•

Conduct of Gambling and Licensing

•

Development of Interactive Gaming Regulations,

•

Review of Licensing regimes for Gaming Manufacturers and Technical Service providers.

•

The Division also participated by way of advice, inspection and testing of new gaming technology put
forward by our Licensees and stakeholders.

•

Extensive work was also carried out in the support of the Operational divisions by allowing them to use
technology in :
•

Compliance and Monitoring

•

Licensing and Registration

•

Enforcement.

Work continued on our major projects
•

The implementation of a Gaming Management Information system.

•

Implementation of Business Intelligence software to assist with analysis and reporting.

•

Implementation of our Edu-portal which is designed to automate our internal learning processes as well
as to disseminate information to Licensees.

•

With the impending Merger of the BGLC with the Casino Gaming Commission and the Jamaica racing
Commission, the ICT Division has also taken the lead in the rationalization of the back office functions,
systems and services in preparation for the Merger.

The ICT Division remains committed to keeping the Commission on the cutting edge of technology.
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Human Resources
& Administration
Cultural Integration and Staff Engagement

H

aving great company culture is no longer just an option. Today’s BGLC staff considers it as much as they
consider salary and benefits. In fact, fantastic company culture is almost expected along with other
traditional benefits.
As part of the reformation and integration process, greater emphasis has been placed on our communication.
Employees now feel secure that they are receiving reliable and up-to-date information and have a platform to
freely express their ideas, thoughts and concerns.
A Staff Morale Committee was established comprising representatives from all divisions. The mandate of this
Committee is to help rebuild the staff morale within the organisation.
New initiatives have been introduced to support the culture change, namely:
1.

The Commission Lyme

2.

Christmas Party and Awards Ceremony

3.

Birthday Recognition & Celebration

Other initiatives will continue in the coming financial year.

Change Management
A change management consultant was engaged during the period to spearhead the merger of the three
Commissions: Betting Gaming & Lotteries Commission, Jamaica Racing Commission and Casino Gaming
Commission. Phase I of the work plan was completed and Phase 11 is currently underway. The proposed structure
for the new merged entity was drafted for approval and job accountabilities for all positions on the proposed
structure were completed.

Talent Engagement and Development
To strengthen the organisational structure, five key positions were filled, namely Human Resources Officer,
Human Resources Manager, Procurement Officer, Investigating Officers (2) and Senior Legal Officer.
Staff development continued throughout the year with
several employees being engaged in various training
activities in keeping with the Commission’s Training and
Development Plan. 52 team members participated
in 32 training programs and conferences during the
period under review. Training types included technical,
professional and soft skills.

Lorraine James, Senior Licensing & Registration Officer completed training
in Pre-Licensing Financial & Background Investigations at University of
Nevada, Las Vegas International Centre for Gaming Regulation

In addition, a staff rotation exercise was introduced
to assist staff members in identifying their true passion
while increasing job knowledge. This also ensures
multiple persons are trained in multiple areas of the
Commission’s business operations and activities. The
program has been very successful and there are plans
to expand it in the next financial year.
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Enabling Work Environment
Work continued in earnest to enhance the physical environment in which our employees operate by creating a
safer, more comfortable and energy efficient work space. In that regard several projects were initiated during
the year.
These include:

Occupational Safety & Health
The Division procured the services of an Occupational Safety & Health (OSH) Consultant to provide
guidance on the development of the Commission’s OSH Policy, assist with the establishment of an OSH
Committee and plan of action vis-a-vis implementation of a comprehensive OSH programme. So far,
preliminary work has begun and the findings from a detailed workplace audit, including data analysis
and compliance evaluation will be submitted by the Consultant within the first quarter of 2018/19. The
full implementation of the OSH programme is slated for the second quarter of 2019/20.

Capital Works
A number of capital works projects were completed during the year, including:
•

installation of non-skid tiles in the lobby;

•

relocation of the BGLC Library to construct office spaces to accommodate the Casino Gaming
Commission;

•

installation of an entrance canopy to deflect ultraviolet rays and rain water leaching;

•

tinting of all exterior windows and glass storefront doors; and

•

acquisition and installation of new central air conditioning system (works currently underway and
scheduled for completion in May 2018).

BGLC LONG SERVICE AWARDS 2017

Mauvette Birmingham, Audit Manager, receives an award for 30 years of service to the BGLC from Clovis Metcalfe,
Chairman.

Paul Deer, Inspector, was recognized for his 21 years of
service to the Commission
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Pamela Barrett, Senior Secretary, receives award for 19
years of service from Sandra Antonio, Director HR and
Administration
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4. Figures exclude employer’s statutory obligations and employee pension contribution.

3. Retroactive salaries & allowances were paid in June 2017.

2. Acting Executive Director appointment ended April 30, 2017.

1. Executive Director started May 1, 2017.

Notes:

SENIOR EXECUTIVES’ COMPENSATION
FOR FINANCIAL YEAR ENDED MARCH 31, 2018
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Internal Audit
T

he Audit and Risk Committee of the Board oversees the effectiveness of BGLC’s internal controls, ensures the
independence of the internal and external auditors and monitors the risk assessment policies and systems of
the Commission. The primary objective of sound corporate governance is to contribute to improved corporate
performance and accountability in creating long term stakeholder value. In FY2017/2018, the Commission
maintained its structured approach to enterprise risk management and continued to enhance and implement
appropriate internal controls.
In FY2017/2018, the Internal Audit Department supplied the Audit and Risk Committee of the Board with regular
updates regarding the Commission’s compliance with BGLC’s operational policies and procedures and the risks
exposure. The Audit & Risk Committee also reviewed reports covering financial, operational and compliance
audits of the BGLC. Recommendations for improvements and/or adjustments to the operational policies and
procedures were made to the executive management team.
The Commission continued to improve its strategic planning process, however there were scope for further
enhancement in areas such as: performance management and reporting; capital projects monitoring and
reporting; and records management. Executive Management are cognisant of concerns identified and have
initiated measures to improve control and/or implement systems in these areas.
Notwithstanding the challenge of limited human resources (personnel) within the department, it was an
extremely productive financial year in achieving targets as established in the Board approved Risk and Audit
Plan. The outlook is for a dynamic FY2018/2019 and for the continued success of the department in achieving its
goals in support of the Commission’s overall strategic objectives.

Some of the 175 recipients of the BGLC Education Grant with The Honourable Audley Shaw and BGLC executives
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Corporate Affairs
& Communication
T

he aim of the Corporate Affairs and Communication team is to provide adequate information to stakeholders
and to build, promote and maintain mutually beneficial relationships between the BGLC and its publics
in order to achieve better understanding, improved image and greater visibility for the Commission. The
Communications team implemented several initiatives during the year to achieve this. Some of these were:

7th Caribbean Gaming
Show and Summit
In June 2017 BGLC hosted the 2-day Caribbean Gaming
Show and Summit at the Montego Bay Convention
Centre. In addition to local industry stakeholders,
the summit attracted international participation with
delegates, speakers and exhibitors representing 15
countries, including 5 Caribbean jurisdictions. During
the course of the 2 day conference 14 presentations
covered topics such as anti-money laundering, new
gaming technologies, online gaming, security in gaming
establishments, e-Sports, and responsible gaming.

The Honourable Edmund Bartlett sought information about the electronic
roulette machine on display at the gaming show.

Diamond Mile Race Day
The 3rd Diamond Mile Race Day is perhaps one of the more successful race day events staged at Caymanas
Park for that year. The event again lived up to it’s reputation as being the most prestigious day on Jamaica’s
racing calendar and continues to fulfill the aim to stimulate Jamaica’s horse racing industry. Key achievements
of the day include - 179 horses participated in 14 races; 400 guests enjoyed the races from the vantage point
of the premium all-inclusive Infield Experience hosted by the BGLC while 8,500 watched the exciting races from
the grand stand of Caymanas Park. The 2017 race day generated a 30% increase in sales over the 2016 event
to earn a combined $83.24m from local and simulcast horse racing.

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
The key components of the Commission’s CSR activities for the
year were the BGLC Education Fund and charity disbursements
in support various social development initiatives. This year, 175
students representing 20 tertiary institutions each received a
$50,000 bursary from the BGLC to assist with tuition expenses.
The Commission continues to work closely with RISE Life
Management which is known as being the region’s only gambling
prevention, treatment and research programme. This year,
the work of RISE has had a direct impact on more than 6,500
individuals via one off prevention presentations to large groups
through schools and community organizations, training of gaming
lounge employees, treatment and counselling services to adults
and adolescents and the telephone lifeline counselling services.
Vitus Evans presents the 1st place award to Patrick Frater of
Denham Town Primary for his win in the RISE Life Management
Youth Gambling Prevention Poster Competition

BGLC Team members participated in Read Across Jamaica Day
spending the morning at a basic school in our community, Young
Achievers Learning Centre. The activity was complemented by a
donation of books to enhance the school’s library.
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Town Hall Meetings
A series of Town Hall Meetings in Kingston, Savanna-LaMar, Mandeville, Montego Bay and Ocho Rios provided the
opportunity for licensees to discuss matters of concern with
BGLC executives and receive updates on new developments.
In addition to the face-to-face engagement with existing and
prospective licensees and interested members of the public,
the Town Hall meetings facilitated networking and relationship
building with representatives of parish councils and the
Jamaica Constabulary Force in the respective areas.
Licensees were active participants in the dialogue at BGLC’s
town hall meetings

Other Activities
Support to the Operational Divisions
CA&C provides support for the operational divisions by preparing
and disseminating public advisories and other communications
to stakeholders. During the year communications related to
matters such as the annual remote licensing exercise, changes to
arrangements for remitting payments for CHASE contributions, the
public consultation on the Responsible Gaming Code of Conduct,
and forfeiture notices for seized gaming machines in storage.

Training
During the year, we leveraged opportunities to continue building
the capabilities of the CA&C Team. Members of the department
completed training programmes in Social Media Management,
Event Management, Change Management, Graphic Design and
Project Management.

Maurice Thompson, Director of Licensing &
Registration, with licensees at a town hall
meeting.

Social Media
Recognizing that social media is one of the most effective and efficient media, we continue to make
greater use of digital channels to communicate with stakeholders and inform the public about the work
and activities of the BGLC. An RFP was issued in November 2017 to identify a social media management
firm to support this activity with CGR Communications being engaged effective April 2018.

Internal Communications
In January 2018 the team conducted internal research to assess and provide benchmarks for improving
internal communications at BGLC. Feedback from just over 50% of team members who participated
in a focus group and responded to an online survey form the basis of a new internal communications
strategy to be implemented in 2018-2019.

BGLC Team members visited Early Achievers Learning Centre to read to the students and present books for the school’s library on
Read Across Jamaica Day
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